The effect of head field gradients and thermal gradients in heat assisted magnetic recording is investigated. When recording at a constant temperature, or in a constant external field , clear correlations between the recording performance and the head field gradient or thermal gradient can be found. Thermally assisted recording with a write head is much more complex and higher gradients do not necessarily translate into higher SNR.
Introduction
To realise high density magnetic recording it is necessary to reduce the size of the grains in the recording layer. Unfortunately, smaller grains are more susceptible to spontaneous, thermally induced reversals of their magnetisation. The energy barrier of a single phase, single domain grain is given by flE = KII V, where KII is the uniaxial anisotropy and V the grain volume. If KII is increased thermal stability can be restored, but increasing KII also increases the anisotropy field , Hb and will eventually make it impossible to switch the grain with the field from a write head.
Thermally-assisted recording allows the use of magnetic materials with high uniaxial anisotropy: during recording the medium is locally heated, reducing Hk and allowing the write head to record data bits 1) .
If data bits are to be placed close together, sharp transitions between the bits are required. In conventional recording transition sharpness is influenced by the head field gradient in the downtrack (y) direction, dH" / dy 2). In thermally-assisted recording an additional gradient arises due to the temperature dependence of the anisotropy field , dHk/dT and the down-track variation of temperature, dT /dy. The total field gradient is then 3) dH dH" dHk dT -= --+ -_ . -dy dy dT dy (1) The second term in eq . 1 has the potential to be much larger than the head field gradient, suggesting that thermally-assisted recording may have an advantage over conventional recording.
In this paper the effects of these gradients on the written transitions and recording performance are investigated using micromagnetic modelling. 
where T is the temperature, Tc is the Curie temperature (600 K in this paper) and X is a parameter which controls the slope of The head-medium velocity was 23 .5 m/s and the head field rise time was 0.12 ns (zero to 90% of peak output) .
Head field gradient
The effect of the head field gradient on the recording performance was investigated by maintaining a constant temperature J. Magn. Soc. Jpn., 34, 49-52 (2010) <Paper> Oe/nm the SNR was almost constant. Introducing a 10% dispersion of KII and a 3° dispersion of easy axes slightly reduced the SNR . At 550 K thermal instability was a problem and many grains reversed at random, even in areas where no head field was applied and this reduced the SNR of the written tracks . In media with high SNR, transition noise was dominant. For lower values of SNR, e.g. below 10 dB at 1270 kfci, noise from reversed grains within written bits was also significant.
Thermal gradients
The effect of thermal gradients was investigated using a uniform magnetic field with a maximum magnitude of 10 kOe and The width of the write head was increased from 40 nm to 100 nm in 20 nm steps to examine the effect on the recording performance. The maximum effective head field in the centre of the recording layer increased from 10 kOe with the 40 nm wide head to 13 kOe with the 100 nm wide head, with a consequent increase in the head field gradient. Fig. 7 shows the SNR of the resulting tracks. For all of the head widths studied locating the heat spot 31 nm in front of the leading edge of the main pole gave adequate recording performance and the maximum SNR was obtained when the heat spot was 9 nm behind the centre of the main pole. Significant differences in recording performance were observed when the heat spot was 36 nm in front of the centre of the 
Recording with a single pole head

